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Hi. This is Conner, a monster hunter/karate man. Did you know monsters are 

real? Well I am going to tell you about each one (well, not EVERY SINGLE ONE, 

but a pretty decent amount) and how to catch them and if they are beginner, 

intermediate, and last but not least…. advanced. I have a monster hunting 

journal and I will share with you the innards of it.  

First up, we have th thirteenth child, or Jersey Devil. This monstrosity lives in 

New Jersey in the forest of which it was born. It haunts its birth place. You 

see, he had mortal parents. His mother Had many children but when the birth 

of the child took place, it was extremely painful. They had him in the woods. 

He was your average baby. But when he got older he grew a horse head, bird 

wings, horse tail, and antlers and took off, just like that!!!!!!! Soon he started 

stealing children [I myself am a child but trust me, I am a very good source of 

knowledge for monsters so please don't exit out of this blog and lose trust in 

me!!! All monster hunters together right?[I'm hoping you shout YEAH!!! Right 

after you read that.If you didn't say it right now.]   

So I am not amused by this. But it is just part of the story and I can't go back in 

time, so I cannot change what happened in the past, but I could change parts 

of this book…but you know, I want to give you the whole story. So, here's the 

whole story!!!] 

The Jersey Devil also starts stealing livestock to eat in his lair. You could kill 

him with a large machete, sword, large knife, bullets, and hurt by a flaming 

rope whipping him. He is intermediate, but a pretty big thing to take on. I am 

not going to give you chills and nightmares, so don't go to bed after reading 

Bloody bones. Trust me. That guy is CREEPY. But I will include him in other 

months of the blog. So I hope all of you enjoy this blog, and have an awesome 

day. Dont let any demons get to you!!! [or ghosts or imps.] - Conner out. 

 


